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Abstract
Forward top production is observed, in the µ+b final state, with the
3 fb−1 Run I dataset collected by the LHCb detector. The combined
cross-section for tt¯ and single top production at
√
s=7 TeV and
√
s=8
TeV is measured, for muons from the W boson with pT > 25 GeV
in the pseudo-rapidity range 2.0< η <4.5 and with a b-tagged jet
with 50 < pT < 100 GeV in the pseudorapidity range 2.2< η <4.2.
The production cross-sections are found to be in agreement with NLO
predictions.
1 Introduction
The LHCb detector [1] is a dedicated forward detector at the LHC, fully in-
strumented in the pseudorapidity region 2.0 < η < 5.0. It has been optimised
to identify and reconstruct b and c hadron decays through precision track-
ing, vertexing and particle identification, and consequently is ideally suited
to perform heavy flavour tagging of jets. The tagging of heavy flavour jets
at LHCb, and specifically jets arising from b quarks, can be used to identify
and measure the production of top quarks in the forward region. Such a
measurement, originally proposed in order to measure the asymmetry of tt¯
production [2], has the potential to reduce the uncertainties on the gluon
PDF by up to 20% at large-x [3]. A study of the prospects for measuring
top quark production at LHCb was performed in [4], with the number of
events expected per fb−1 of data shown in Table 1. It should be noted that
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Table 1: Summary of the expected top production cross-sections at LHCb
in different final states for centre-of-mass energies of 7, 8 and 14 TeV. The
table is reproduced from Reference [4]
dσ (fb) 7 TeV 8 TeV 14 TeV
`b 285 ± 52 504 ± 94 4366 ± 663
`bj 97 ± 21 198 ± 35 2335 ± 323
`bb 32 ± 6 65 ± 12 870 ± 116
`bbj 10 ± 2 26 ± 4 487 ± 76
`` 44 ± 9 79 ± 15 635 ± 109
``b 19 ± 4 39 ± 8 417 ± 79
the predictions are made for a specific fiducial region which differs from that
used in the final analysis, and so the numbers act only as a guide. As the
LHCb experiment collects a lower rate of luminosity than the ATLAS and
CMS experiments, and has a smaller fiducial acceptance, a significantly lower
number of top quark events are expected to be produced at LHCb during
Run-I data taking. The most statistically accessible final state is that of a
lepton and a b-jet, which also suffers from the lowest purity due to the large
contribution from direct Wb production. Nevertheless, this final state, and
specifically that of a muon and a b-jet, is chosen to perform a measurement
of top quark production in the forward rapidity region at LHCb [5], where
top production includes contributions from both single top and tt¯ produc-
tion, with the latter contributing approximately 75% of events. The heavy
flavour tagging techniques used at LHCb are described first, followed by the
selection criteria and purity extraction before finally the results obtained are
discussed.
2 Heavy Flavour Tagging
Heavy flavour tagging at LHCb is performed using the secondary vertex
tagging algorithm outlined in [6]. Jets are tagged first by searching for a
secondary vertex (SV) within the jet which satisfies specific track and vertex
quality requirements. Two boosted decision trees (BDTs) are then trained
on simulated b, c, and light jet samples using properties of the SV and the
jet in order to separate light jets from heavy quark jets ( BDT(bc|udsg) ),
and b−jets from c−jets ( BDT(b|c) ). The primary variables used are related
to the b− or c−hadron decay as these are expected to be well modelled in
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Figure 1: A two-dimensional representation of the BDT responses in simu-
lation is shown for (left) b-jets, (middle) c-jets and (right) light-jets.
simulation. One parameter used to discriminate the jet types is the corrected
mass, Mcor, defined as
Mcor =
√
M2 + p2 sin2 θ + p sin θ
where M and p are the mass and momentum of the particles that form
the SV and θ is the angle between the flight direction of the vertex and its
momentum. It represents the minimum mass the long-lived object decaying
at the vertex can have which is consistent with the flight direction. Other
parameters include the fraction of the jet pT carried by the particles forming
the SV, as well as its multiplicity, net charge and flight distance. A two-
dimensional representation of the BDT responses for b, c and light jets is
shown in Figure 1. The output generated by the BDTs can then be used
either to place requirements on the jets, or to perform a template fit to
extract the relative amounts of b, c and light jets in a selected sample. Where
requirements are placed on the BDT(bc|udsg) response, the tagging efficiency
versus light jet mis-tag rate is shown for b and c−jets in Figure 2.
3 Dataset and Selection
The measurement is performed using data collected at centre-of-mass energies
of 7 and 8 TeV, corresponding to integrated luminosities of approximately
1 and 2 fb−1 respectively. The selection is based on previous studies of
W production in association with b and c−jets performed at LHCb using
the same dataset [7]. Events are selected which contain a muon with a
transverse momentum, pT(µ), of greater than 25 GeV in the pseudorapidity
region 2 < η < 4.5, in addition to a jet satisfying 50 < pT(j) < 100 GeV in
the pseudorapidity range 2.2 < η < 4.2. The inputs for jet reconstruction
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Figure 2: The efficiency for tagging b and c−jets versus the mis-tag proba-
bility for light jets obtained from simulation.
are selected using a particle flow algorithm as described in [8]and jet are
clustered using the anti-kT algorithm with distance parameter, R = 0.5. The
muon and the jet are also required to be “unbalanced” in pT by requiring
that pT(jµ+j), representing the pT of the vectorial sum of jµ and j is greater
than 20 GeV, where jµ is a reconstructed jet containing the muon candidate
and j is the associated jet. The observable is expected to be large for W+jet
events due to the missing neutrino in the final state and small for QCD di-jet
production where the jet momenta are balanced. This represents a tighter
fiducial selection than that used previously by LHCb to measure direct Wb
production, and is specifically chosen to enhance the expected contribution
from top quark production.
4 Purity Determination
The purity is determined using a template fit to the isolation variable pT(µ)/pT(jµ),
where pT(µ) is the transverse momentum of the muon in the final state, and
pT(jµ) is the transverse momentum of jµ. This variable is expected to peak
towards unity for signal events, and to be spread to lower values for back-
grounds arising from QCD multi-jet processes. The electroweak template
shapes are taken from simulation and corrected for differences between data
and simulation using Z → µµ events. The QCD background is estimated us-
ing a data-driven method. Events are selected in a sideband region obtained
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Figure 3: The combined fits used to extract the sample purity for (left) the
total Wj sample and (right) the extracted Wb component.
by requiring the muon and jet momenta are balanced (pT(jµ + j) <20 GeV).
This region is dominated by QCD events, and the events selected in this
region are then reweighted in pT(jµ) to match the shape obtained in the
isolated signal region. In each bin of pT(µ)/pT(jµ), the contribution from
b-jets is extracted by requiring that the jets contain an SV and performing a
template fit to the resultant two-dimensional BDT distributions. The fits are
performed separately for positive and negative muons, and for the different
centre-of-mass energies. The combined fits are shown in Figure 3 for the full
sample and the extracted b-jet component.
5 Results
The significance of the top quark contribution to the selected data sample is
determined by comparing the observed event yield and charge asymmetry of
Wb production to the SM prediction with and without the contribution from
top quark production. The predictions are calculated at NLO in perturbative
QCD using the MCFM generator and folded for detector effects. As predic-
tions for the ratio of Wb to Wj production are approximately a factor of three
more precise than for Wb production alone, the expected contribution from
direct Wb production is obtained by first measuring the Wj cross-section
in the chosen fiducial region, and then scaling it by the SM prediction for
σ(Wb)/σ(Wj) and the expected b−tagging efficiency. This approach is ver-
ified using the Wc channel, where no extra backgrounds are expected and
good agreement is seen between the prediction obtained and the measure-
ment, as shown in Figure 4. The observed event yield and charge asymmetry
are shown in Figure 5 where a factor of three more events are observed than
would be expected for the SM excluding top production, as well as a lower
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Figure 4: The observed Wc event yield compared with SM predictions ob-
tained by first measuring Wj production and scaling by the SM expectation
for σ(Wc)/σ(Wj) and the expected c−tagging efficiency.
charge asymmetry. The statistical significance of the top quark contribution
is calculated using a binned profile likelihood test to compare the data to the
SM hypothesis without a top quark contribution and where contributions
from both single top and tt¯ production are included. A number of sources of
systematic uncertainty are considered and are tabulated in Table 2, with the
uncertainty on the b−tagging efficiency seen to dominate. The significance
obtained is 5.4σ, confirming the observation of top quark production in the
forward region. The excess is then used to calculate the cross-section for top
quark production in the chosen fiducial region, which mirrors the kinematic
selection, except for the requirement on pT(jµ + j), which is alternatively
applied to pT(µ + j). The cross-section includes contributions from both tt¯
and single top production, and is determined to be
σ(top)[7TeV] = 239± 53(stat)± 33(syst)± 24(theory)fb
σ(top)[8TeV] = 289± 43(stat)± 40(syst)± 29(theory)fb,
where the first uncertainty is statistical, the second is systematic, and the
third is due to uncertainties in the theoretical modelling. The results are in
agreement with the SM predictions.
6 Conclusion
The first observation of top quark production is performed in the forward
region using the Run-I dataset collected at LHCb. The measurement is
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Table 2: Relative systematic uncertainties. The symbol † denotes an un-
certainty that only applies to the cross-section measurement and not the
significance determination.
source uncertainty
GEC 2%
pT(µ)/pT(jµ) templates 5%
jet reconstruction 2%
SV-tag BDT templates 5%
b-tag efficiency 10%
trigger & µ selection 2%†
jet energy 5%†
W → τ → µ 1%†
luminosity 1–2%†
Total 14%
Theory 10%
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Figure 5: The observed (left) event yield and (right) charge asymmetry of
Wb production compared to SM predictions calculated with and without the
contribution from top quark production.
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performed in the µ+ b−jet final state and is found to be in good agreement
with SM predictions. While measurements are currently statistically limited,
a large increase in the top quark production cross-section is expected in Run-
II at the higher centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Consequently, a number
of different final states will become statistically accessible and will allow a
higher purity to be achieved as well as the separation of tt¯ and single top
production.
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